
AUDIO:  Interview  with
Undefeated Welterweight Malik
Hawkins

VIDEO:  Interview  with
undefeated welterweight Malik
Hawkins

Malik Hawkins takes on Fabian
Lyimo In Main Event of Met
Philadelphia Boxing Series on
Friday, April 26th
PHILADELPHIA  (April  5,  2019)–Undefeated  welterweight  Malik
Hawkins will headline the 2nd Met Philadelphia Boxing Series,
when he takes on battle-tested Fabian Lyimo the eight-round
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main event on Friday, April 26th at The Met Philadelphia.

The massive show is promoted by Hard Hitting Promotions and
Live Nation.

Hawkins of Baltimore, Maryland has a record of 14-0 with nine
knockouts.

The 23 year-old has been a professional for five years, and
has  amassed  wins  over  Cody  Peterson  (1-0),  Errol  Sidney
(6-1-2), Carlos Soto (13-0-2), Raymond Serrano (24-4) and his
last bout when he won a eight-round unanimous decision over
Gledwin Ortiz on February 23rd at The Met Philadelphia.

Lyimo of Tanzania has a record of 23-9-2 with 15 knockouts.
The 36 year-old is a 12 year-professional, has wins over three
undefeated opponents. In his last bout, Lyimo went eight-
rounds before dropping a unanimous decision to Ismael Garcia
on March 30th in Hockessin, Delaware.

In  the  previously  announced  eight-round  co-feature,  -An
intriguing  eight-round  junior  welterweight  contest  between
Branden Pizarro and Tre’Sean Wiggins.

Two titles will be on the line as Pizarro will defend his NBA
Intercontinental title, while Wiggins will defend his newly-
won Pennsylvania State Title.

Pizarro  of  Philadelphia  has  a  record  of  14-1  with  seven
knockouts. The 19 year-old, is a three-year professional, and
is riding a six fight winning streak. Pizarro win the NBA
Intercontinental title on November 16, 2018 with a unanimous
decision over Jerome Rodriguez. Pizarro is coming off a 1st
round stoppage over Zack Ramsey on February 23rd at The Met.

Wiggins of Newbergh, New York has a record of 11-4-1 with six
knockouts.  The  28  year-old  Wiggins  is  a  nine-year
professional, and is not afraid to take on top competition.

Wiggins has a 1st round knockout of former world champion



Jason Sosa. Wiggins has a win over Naim Nelson. In his last
bout, Wiggins won the Pennsylvania State title with an eight-
round unanimous decision over Samuel Teah (15-2) on February
23rd at The MET.

Also in an eight-round bout, Gadwin Rosa (10-0, 8 KOs) will
fight Sulaiman Segawa in a super featherweight bout.(11-2, 4
KOs).

Rosa of Ocala, Florida is 25 years-old and has a win over
Jonathan Irizarry (3-0). In his last outing, Rosa took care of
Jorge Luis Santos Guzman in two rounds on February 23rd at The
Met.

Segwa of Silver Spring, Maryland has a record of 11-2 with
four  knockouts.  The  27  year-old  has  a  knack  of  defeating
undefeated foes as he has already defeated Ali Kasango (3-0),
Djiby Diagne (3-0), Brian Gallegos (6-0), and Hector Lopez Jr.
(10-0-1). Segwa also defeated Alejandro Salinas (9-1).

Two other eight-round bouts are on the bill.

Undefeated  heavyweight  Darmani  Rock  (14-0,  9  KOs)  of
Philadelphia fights Mike Bissett (15-11-1, 9 KOs) of Tampa,
Florida.

In six-round bouts:

Christian Tapia (8-0, 7 KOs) of Coamo, PR fights Raul Chirino
(13-10-1, 8 KOs) of Miami, Florida in a lightweight contest.

Miguel Cartagena (15-5-1, 6 KOs) of Philadelphia will take on
an opponent to be named in a flyweight bout.

In four-round bouts:

Benny Sinakin (3-0, 2 KOs) of Philadelphia battles Patrick
Pierre (3-6, 1 KO) of New Orleans in a light heavyweight
clash.



Josue Rosa (1-0, 1 KO) of Philadelphia fights Lucky Holt (0-3)
of Hannibal, Missouri in a bantamweight bout.

Thyler Williams of Philadelphia (1-0, 1 KO) will take on an
opponent to be named in a welterweight contest.

Malik Warren of Philadelphia will make his pro debut against
an opponent to be named in a lightweight fight.

TICKETS are $100, $75, $50 & $25 and can be purchased at
TheMetPhilly.com or Please call 1-800-745-3000 to order your
tickets by phone.

BRANDEN  PIZARRO  TO  TAKE  ON
TRE’SEAN  WIGGINS  IN  CO-MAIN
EVENT ON FRIDAY, APRIL 26TH
AT THE MET PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA  (MARCH  22,  2019)–An  intriguing  junior
welterweight  contest  between  Branden  Pizarro  and  Tre’Sean
Wiggins will be the co-feature bout of a huge night of boxing
on Friday night, April 26th as part of the 2nd installment of
the Met Philadelphia Boxing series.

Two titles will be on the line as Branden Pizarro will defend
his NBA Intercontinental title, while Wiggins will defend his
newly-won Pennsylvania State Title.

The show, which will be headlined by undefeated welterweight
Malik Hawkins is promoted by Hard Hitting Promotions along
with Live Nation.
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Pizarro  of  Philadelphia  has  a  record  of  14-1  with  seven
knockouts. The 19 year-old, is a three-year professional, and
is riding a six fight winning streak. Pizarro win the NBA
Intercontinental title on November 16, 2018 with a unanimous
decision over Jerome Rodriguez. Pizarro is coming off a 1st
round stoppage over Zack Ramsey on February 23rd at The Met.

Wiggins of Newbergh, New York has a record of 11-4-1 with six
knockouts.  The  28  year-old  Wiggins  is  a  nine-year
professional, and is not afraid to take on top competition.

Wiggins has a 1st round knockout of former world champion
Jason Sosa. Wiggins has a win over Naim Nelson. In his last
bout, Wiggins won the Pennsylvania State title with an eight-
round unanimous decision over Samuel Teah (15-2) on February
23rd at The MET.

THE FULL CARD WILL BE ANNOUNCED SHORTLY.

TICKETS are $100, $75, $50 & $25 and can be purchased at
TheMetPhilly.com or Please call 1-800-745-3000 to order your
tickets by phone.

Hawkins decisions Serrano to
wins  NABA-USA  Welterweight
title
Philadelphia, PA (April 2, 2018) – This Past Friday night,
Malik  Hawkins  remained  undefeated  by  winning  a  10-round
unanimous decision over Raymond Serrano to capture the NABA-
USA Welterweight title that headlined an action-packed 8 bout
card at The Fillmore in Philadelphia.
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The sold-out show was promoted by Hard Hitting promotions.

Hawkins used his length to pick and land shots on the inside.
Hawkins raced to the early lead, but the veteran Serrano got
going in the middle rounds as he used his experience to get
himself back into the fight by winning scrums on the inside
and an occasional long right hand. Down the stretch, Hawkins
dug down deep and took control of the fight as seemed to be
the fresher fighter. Hawkins who had never been past seven
rounds, paced himself well against a tough Serrano, who never
showed any signs of retreating as the two stood and fought
until the final bell.

Hawkins of Baltimore, MD won by scores of 98-92, 97-93 and
96-94  to  raise  his  perfect  mark  to  13-0.  Serrano  of
Philadelphia was urged on by his loyal fan base, but fell just
short, and now drops to 24-5.

Heavyweight prospect Darmani Rock landed a hard right to the
body that dropped Ronny Hale down and out at 1:27 of round two
of their scheduled six-round bout.

Rock of Philadelphia is now 11-0 with 7 knockouts. Hale of
Austin, Texas falls to 4-12.

Good looking prospect Brandon Pizarro rebounded nicely from
his  1st  professional  defeat  by  pounding  out  a  4-round
unanimous decision over Pablo Cupal in a lightweight fight.

Pizarro, 18 years-old of Philadelphia won by shutout scores on
all cards of 40-36, and is now 9-1. Cupul of San Diego is
9-24.

Samuel Teah dropped Orlando Rizo three times in the 1st round,
and their lightweight bout was stopped at 2:35 of that opening
frame.

Teah dropped Rizo with a right hand early in the round. He
followed that up with hard body shot that sent Rizo to the



canvas, and finished off Rizo with another right hand.

Teah of Philadelphia is now 13-2-1 with 6 knockouts. Rizo of
Managua, Nicaragua is 19-13.

Undefeated prospect Jeremy Cuevas got off the deck to come
back to win a six-round unanimous decision of Erain Cruz in a
super lightweight bout.

Early on it looked like it could have been a rough night for
Cuevas as he ate a perfect right hand that sent him to the
canvas in round two. A round later, Cuevas had blood dripping
from his nostrils, but the young veteran got himself together
and put his combinations together to come to take the rest of
the fight, and win by scores of 59-55 on all cards.

Cuevas of Philadelphia is now 8-0. Cruz of Ocala, FL is 4-5.

It  looked  like  undefeated  super  middleweight  Ronald  Ellis
would have a short night as he battered Taneal Goyco all over
the ring in the first round of their scheduled six-round bout.
Ellis continued to have Goyco in trouble throughout their
affair, and dropped Goyco with a right hand in round three.
Goyco hung tough, but took many power shots, and Ellis looked
impressive in winning by shutout scores of 60-53 on all cards.

Ellis of Lynn, MA is now 15-0-2. Goyco of Philadelphia 9-11.

Tramaine  Williams  won  a  six-round  unanimous  decision  over
Antonio Rodriguez in a featherweight bout.

Williams landed quick combinations, and cut Rodriguez over his
right eye in the final round.

Williams of New Haven, CT won by scores of 60-53, 59-55 and
58-56 to raise his mark to 15-0. Rodriguez of Mexico is 12-21.

Joey Alday, Jr. kept his knockout streak intact by stopping
Michael Crain at 1:28 of round three of their scheduled 4-
round junior middleweight bout.



Alday dropped Crain round two with a hard combination, and
finished him off with a hard left to the body in round three.

Alday of Odessa, Texas is now 7-0. Crain of Smyrna, DE is 1-2.

For the latest info at @hardhitpromo on Like us on Facebook
Follow us on Twitter View on Instagram or

Hardhittingpromotions.com

Hard  Hitting  Promotions
presents  stacked  card  this
Friday Night at The Fillmore
in Philadelphia
Philadelphia, PA (March 29, 2018) – TOMORROW NIGHT!!! at The
Fillmore in Philadelphia, Hard Hitting Promotions will present
an outstanding 10 bout card that has a can’t miss main event,
and will feature some of the most talented fighters in the
country.

In the aforementioned featured attraction, Raymond Serrano of
Philadelphia  will  battle  undefeated  Malik  Hawkins  of
Baltimore,  MD  in  a  ten-round  battle  for  the  NABA-USA
Welterweight  Championship.

Serrano, 28 years-old has a record of 24-4 with 10 knockouts.
The former amateur standout is riding a three-fight winning
streak. The 11 year veteran, who is managed by Mark Cipparone
has wins over Ashantie Henrickson (1-0), Jay Krupp (12-1),
Ronnie  Warrior  Jr.  (13-2-1),  Ayi  Bruce  (15-2-1),  Jerome
Rodriguez (6-1-3), Zack Ramsey (8-1), and his last bout when
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he  won  via  8th  round  disqualification  over  previously
undefeated Enver Halili (10-0) on November 18th in Atlantic
City.

Hawkins, 22 years-old, has record of 12-0 with nine knockouts.
The four-year professional exploded onto the scene with a 2nd
round  destruction  over  previously  undefeated  Carlos  Soto
(13-0-2) on April 14, 2017 in Oxon Hill, Maryland in a bout
that was nationally televised on ShoBox: The New Generation.
Hawkins is coming off a 7th round stoppage over Juan Jesus
Rivera on November 4th.

One of the most talent laden undercards in recent memory has
been put together.

In six-round bouts:

Darmani Rock (10-0, 6 KOs) of Philadelphia battles Ronny Hale
(4-11, 4 KOs) of Austin, Texas in a heavyweight bout.

Hard Hitting Promotions elite-prospect Branden Pizarro (8-1, 4
KOs) of Philadelphia battles 32 fight veteran Pablo Cupul of
San Diego in a lightweight bout.

Hard  Hitting  Promotions  Samuel  Teah  (12-2-1,  5  KOs)  of
Philadelphia fights Orlando Rizo (19-12, 11 KOs) of Managua,
NIC in a lightweight bout.

Hard Hitting Promotions rising prospect Jeremy Cuevas (7-0, 6
KOs) of Philadelphia battles Efrain Cruz (4-4-1, 1 KO) of
Vieques, Puerto Rico in a lightweight bout.

Undefeated super middleweight Ronald Ellis (14-0-2, 10 KOs) of
Lynn, Massachusetts battles Taneal Goyco (9-10-1, 4 KOs) of
Philadelphia.

Hard Hitting Promotions fighter, Gadwin Rosa (5-0, 4 KOs) of
Ocala,  FL  battles  an  opponent  to  be  named  in  a  super
featherweight  bout.



Tramaine  Williams  (14-0,  5  KOs)  of  New  Haven,  CT  battles
Antonio  Rodriguez  (12-20-1,  5  KOs)  of  Durango,  MX  in  a
featherweight bout.

In four-round bouts:

Romuel Cruz (1-0, 1 KO) of Philadelphia takes on an opponent
to be named in a bantamweight bout.

Joey Alday, Jr. (6-0, 6 KOs) of Odessa, TX takes on Mike Crain
(1-1) of Smyrna, DE in a junior middleweight bout.

VIP Tickets are sold out; General Seated are sold out

There’s  only  some  Ringside  and  Second-floor  standing
available.

The Fillmore is located at 29 E. Allen Street, Philadelphia,
PA. 19123

UNDEFEATED  DMITRY  BIVOL  TO
DEFEND  INTERIM  WBA  LIGHT
HEAVYWEIGHT  TITLE  AGAINST
SAMUEL  CLARKSON  ON  FRIDAY,
APRIL 14 IN THE MAIN EVENT OF
SHOBOX: THE NEW GENERATION
NEW YORK (March 21, 2017) – Undefeated former Russian amateur
standout  Dmitry  Bivol  will  defend  his  Interim  WBA  Light
Heavyweight Title against Samuel Clarkson in the 12-round main
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event of ShoBox: The New Generation on Friday, April 14 live
on SHOWTIME (10 p.m. ET/PT) at MGM National Harbor in National
Harbor, Md., j just outside of Washington, D.C.

Known for his aggressive style, Bivol (9-0, 7 KOs, 2-0 WSB)
was a prominent amateur who is now determined to make his mark
in one of boxing’s toughest weight classes. Clarkson (19-3, 12
KOs), of Cedar Hill, Texas, has won his last nine fights in a
row and will make his third appearance on ShoBox.

In a co-featured matchup of undefeated welterweight prospects,
former amateur standouts Juan Ruiz (18-0, 11 KOs) and Malik
Hawkins (10-0, 7 KOs) will square off in an eight-round 147-
pound bout.

In the telecast opener, Baltimore featherweight Glenn Dezurn
(8-0, 6 KOs), who is trained by the renowned Barry Hunter,
will take on an opponent to be named in an eight-round bout.

Tickets  for  the  event,  which  is  promoted  by  Greg  Cohen
Promotions and Banner Promotions in association with World of
Boxing and Uprising Promotions, are priced at $103, $73 and
$48 and can be purchased at Ticketmaster.com or by phone at
800.745.3000.

Dmitry Bivol vs. Samuel Clarkson – 12 Round Light Heavyweight
Bout:
Bivol, who compiled an impressive amateur record of 285-15, is
looking to break through in a division which features the
likes of Adonis Stevenson, Andre Ward, Sergey Kovalev and
Badou  Jack.  Last  May  in  Moscow,  the  26-year-old  won  the
Interim  WBA  Light  Heavyweight  Title  in  only  his  seventh
professional fight with a unanimous decision over previously
undefeated Felix Valera.

Bivol  has  since  won  twice,  both  times  on  Russian  soil,
including  a  fourth-round  knockout  of  Robert  Berridge  in
defense of his interim belt.



“I am very glad that this will be my first fight televised in
the U.S.,” said Bivol, who is fighting for the third time in
America. “It’s great that this is main event because that
motivates me. Clarkson is a good defensive fighter. He can be
aggressive and I expect this to be a tough fight. I look
forward to introducing myself to American fans with a great
performance, and I plan to defend my title with an exciting
victory.”

Clarkson has registered nine consecutive victories following a
loss to the current unbeaten Jesse Hart (21-0). Clarkson moved
up in weight to beat Cedric Agnew (27-1) in February 2015, and
has ShoBox knockout wins over Jerry Odom (13-1) in July 2015
and Lavarn Harvell (15-1) in October 2015.

“This is a huge opportunity to prove my abilities to the
world,” Clarkson said. “Bivol is a crafty fighter from Russia
and  had  a  very  impressive  amateur  career,  mostly  at  165
pounds. He’s a good fighter and I definitely have to bring my
A-game.

“I’m ready for the challenge because I do really well against
European fighters. European fighters are slow and come forward
a lot, and they’re not big on head movement. We are working
hard and have a lot of guys in the gym who fight with a
similar style. By fight time I’ll be ready for anything he
has.

“I had to make up my mind if I wanted to be the lion or the
lamb  and,  in  the  end,  I  decided  I  don’t  like  losing.  I
rededicated myself and now I can’t be stopped.”

Juan Ruiz vs. Malik Hawkins – Eight-Round Welterweight Bout:
The son of a former fighter, Ruiz is originally from Venezuela
and fights out of Baja California, Mexico. He lost just eight
times in 220 amateur fights, was a six-time Venezuela national
champion and was part of the Venezuelan National Team. The
undefeated Ruiz has won via knockout in seven of his last nine



fights.

“This is a golden ticket for me to show what I’m capable of,”
Ruiz said. “I will do my best to give the fans watching on TV
and those attending the fight the best show possible.”

The  21-year-old  Baltimore-resident  Hawkins  was  92-8  as  an
amateur  and  shares  the  same  trainer  –  Calvin  Ford  –  as
stablemate and IBF Junior Lightweight Champion Gervonta Davis.
Hawkins,  who  was  the  2012  Bronze  Medalist  in  the  Junior
Olympics,  will  face  his  toughest  test  to  date  in  fellow
undefeated Juan Ruiz.

“This is a huge chance for me to showcase my skills and show I
belong among the best in the welterweight division,” Hawkins
said. “There’s nothing he can bring I haven’t seen, and I plan
on making him fight my fight.

“I get better when I fight talented fighters. To be honest,
nobody I have fought so far has brought out the best in me,
but I’m hoping that Ruiz does just that. A victory over him
would put me in position to fight the opponents I need to
fight to take that next step toward becoming a contender.”

Glenn Dezurn vs. TBD – Eight-Round Featherweight Bout:
The undefeated Dezurn, who was a three-sport star athlete in
high school, was an amateur standout who compiled an 87-7
record in the unpaid ranks under the tutelage of Barry Hunter.
The  Baltimore  native  is  married  to  female  boxer  and  U.S.
Olympic alternate Franchon Crews, who fought Claressa Shields
in the amateurs and in her pro debut.

Barry Tompkins will call the ShoBox action from ringside with
Steve Farhood and former world champion Raul Marquez serving
as expert analysts. The executive producer is Gordon Hall with
Rich Gaughan producing and Rick Phillips directing.

# # #



For  more  information  visit  www.sho.com/sports  follow  on
Twitter @ShowtimeBoxing, @SHOSports, and @GCPBoxing or become
a  fan  on  Facebook  at  www.Facebook.com/SHOSports,
www.facebook.com/GCPBoxing/  and
www.facebook.com/BannerPromotions/.

About ShoBox: The New Generation
Since its inception in July 2001, the critically acclaimed
SHOWTIME  boxing  series,  ShoBox:  The  New  Generation  has
featured young talent matched tough. The ShoBox philosophy is
to televise exciting, crowd-pleasing and competitive matches
while  providing  a  proving  ground  for  willing  prospects
determined to fight for a world title. Some of the growing
list  of  the  68  fighters  who  have  appeared  on  ShoBox  and
advanced to garner world titles includes: Andre Ward, Deontay
Wilder, Erislandy Lara, Shawn Porter, Gary Russell Jr., Lamont
Peterson, Guillermo Rigondeaux, Omar Figueroa, Nonito Donaire,
Devon Alexander, Carl Froch, Robert Guerrero, Timothy Bradley,
Jessie  Vargas,  Juan  Manuel  Lopez,  Chad  Dawson,  Paulie
Malignaggi,  Ricky  Hatton,  Kelly  Pavlik,  Paul  Williams  and
more.

About MGM National Harbor
The  newest  addition  to  the  MGM  Resorts  International
(NYSE:MGM) portfolio, MGM National Harbor has an unrivaled
setting offering stunning panoramic views of the eastern shore
of the Potomac River in Maryland. The $1.4 billion LEED® Gold
Certified resort, which opened December 8, 2016, sits a short
distance  from  Washington,  D.C.  to  the  north  and  historic
sites,  including  George  Washington’s  Mount  Vernon  estate
across the river in Virginia. The 24-story, 308-room resort
features premier amenities and experiences for locals as well
as visitors from around the world including a dynamic casino
with over 125,000 square feet of space that includes slots,
table  games  and  poker;  a  world-class  spa  and  salon;  an
entertainment theater with flexible seating for up to 3,000;
high-end branded retail; 50,000 square feet of meeting space;



and  restaurants  from  renowned  local,  national  and
international  chefs.  For  more  information,  visit
mgmnationalharbor.com or follow on Facebook and Twitter.


